To whom it may concern

The Société de Mathématiques Appliquées et Industrielles (SMAI) is a non-profit organization governed by the French 1901 law. The goal of the Society is to contribute to the development of applied mathematics through research, industrial applications, publications, education and the training of researchers and engineers. In terms of publication, SMAI is the scientific editor of eight journals, in various fields ranging from numerical analysis to optimization, probability and operational research.

The Open Journal of Mathematical Optimization (OJMO) will publish papers in mathematical optimization, following a rigorous reviewing procedure. The scientific scope of the journal (multi-objective optimization, mathematical games, variational problems, ...) is at the interface between theory, numerical methods and modelling. This supplements very well the scopes of the two SMAI journals on optimization (COCV and RAIRO:RO). OJMO is built as an international journal, with high profile editors from many different countries (Austria, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, UK and USA). SMAI is very happy that OJMO applies to the “Centre Mersenne” (https://www.centre-mersenne.org/) to publish its issues. This indeed implies that the articles will be published following the diamond open access (no fees for the reader to read and for the author to publish).

SMAI is therefore happy to support this new journal, in particular by advertising its creation in the printed periodic newsletter MATAPLI which is sent to our community.

Best regards,
The SMAI executive committee

Thierry Horsin, president of SMAI